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Sweden Stops Recommending COVID-19 Vaccines For
Children

BY TYLER DURDEN SUNDAY, OCT 02, 2022 - 11:00 PM
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The Swedish Public Health Authority has stopped recommending healthy children
between the ages of 12 and 17 receive the COVID-19 vaccine.

The general recommendation that healthy children aged 12 to 17 receive the COVID-19
vaccine ended after Oct. 31, according to the authority in a revision posted this
weekend.

It cited the “very low risk of serious illness and death from COVID-19” in children
and teens for the change. After Oct. 31, vaccination will be recommended for only
certain children in vulnerable groups.

Soren Andersson, an official in the Swedish health agency, elaborated on the rule
change to broadcaster SVT and said that “we see that the need for care as a result of
COVID-19 has been low among children and young people during the pandemic” and
added that the need for vaccines has “decreased since the virus variant omicron began
to spread.”

“In this phase of the pandemic, we do not see that there is a continued
need for vaccination in this group,” Andersson continued.

For people over the age of 18, the Swedish health authority is still recommending three
vaccine doses. Four doses are recommended for people over the age of 65.

Unlike most other countries, Sweden refused to implement draconian COVID-19
lockdowns. Data and studies have shown that the highly developed Scandinavian
nation may have experienced less harm from the virus and lockdowns as compared with
nations that did implement those measures.

After seeing a relatively high death toll at the start of the pandemic, Sweden is now
seeing fewer deaths per capita than the European average, according to the AFP news
agency.

Denmark Makes Vaccine Change
In nearby Denmark, authorities issued a similar rule change and will not offer people
under the age of 50 more COVID-19 vaccine boosters.

“The purpose of vaccination is not to prevent infection with COVID-19,
and people aged under 50 are therefore currently not being offered
booster vaccination,” the country’s health agency wrote in a Sept. 13
statement.

Denmark also explicitly dropped any pretense of stopping the spread of COVID-19 and
said it will focus on protecting vulnerable individuals from developing severe symptoms.

Individuals under the age of 50, it said, “are generally not at particularly higher risk
of becoming severely ill” from the virus. At the same time, younger people are also
“well protected against becoming severely ill” and a “very large number of them have
already been vaccinated and have previously been infected,” according to the authority.

The UK Health Security Agency said around the same time that children who hadn’t
turned 5 by the end of August wouldn’t be offered vaccines.
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If you require a booster after being fully vaxxed. Require a face mask after
being fully vaxxed. Need to be tested after being fully vaxxed, and Still can
be hospitalised after being fully vaxxed. Its probably time you realised
you've been conned.
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Sheep:

More please,

Without side effects its not working.
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Can be hospitalised because being fully vaxxed  
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… Still can be hospitalised after being fully vaxxed…
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95% of all Covid patients have had 3 vaxxinations. 
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Fortunately, Daszak and the Eco Health Terrorists got more
funding to continue bioweapons research in commie Vietnam

BelleDelphine
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Most cucked country in Europe they knew this a year ago
but wanted to maintain unity with the euro trash ECB 
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Stop calling it “recommendations” when it is coercion.

 

Imagine “following government worker recommendations”
yesterday…
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Vaccines fully tested on eight mice.

It's safe and effective. Get your approved omicron vaccine...
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But did the results on the mice ever get released?
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They're going to wait 75 years to publish the data to protect
the personal information of the mice.
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Good ole Darwin at work... Let 'em have it, I say. Remember kids, you
can't cheat natural selection!

BorgNine
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Lets Inject experimental medicines into children.

What could possibly go wrong? 

2+2 ≠ 5
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Nothing!

Safe and effective, I heard.

notriggering
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And I still haven't gotten sick since DEC '19.  Crazy, aintit?

uncle_duke
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I could send you the conversation I had with my average American
friend. It’s okay that people still get sick and die after the shot.
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Where I live blacks are one of the most likely people to wear a mask. 
Everywhere they go.

What really gets me to laugh are the "homeless", drug addicts who
walk around wearing a mask. 
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Priorities...
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Well meaning or not, if you took an mRNA EUA clot shot, you deserve a
Darwin Award. If you forced a child to take one, you deserve a shot between
the eyebrows.
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In other words, healthy adaptive immune systems do not need 'vaccines'
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You aren't supposed to think for yourself. Shame on you!
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Denmark says, "The purpose of vaccination is not to prevent infection with
COVID-19"...

Ok, then what good is it? To lessen severity of symptoms? They eventually
had to adjust the "science" to fit the glaring reality. But it's kinda pathetic to
say it lessens severity of symptoms when after the jab you keep catching
Covid over and over.
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Lessens the symptoms of what, exactly?

JMRPete
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people I know who got jabbed get covid over and over , while people I
know who didn't get jabbed don't get covid....seems pretty obvious
what the jab did
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I've had three covid jabs, and not caught covid.
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it's not an exact science, I admit. I don't know you.
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Youre about 3 behind.

Fellon
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Don't celebrate too soon, until your ddimer test comes back
clean
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Yes proof is in the pudding....LOL...(blood that may actually
have the consistency of pudding)
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Good one,,,always good for a laugh on zh,,,,still a lil
stumped why more NFL players havent been hit...one ny
jet,,,.maybe they got the saline,,,to keep the sheeple
entertained... 

🤔
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Holding out for th AIDS are ya? Good for you
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My Dad didn't caught Covid with 3 jabs either. Thought he was
invisible and that vaccines do work. He got his 4th booster and
after a month caught Covid. Six months have past and he is still
dealing with symptoms. He stopped talking vaccines...

Oh, I got it too from him. Neither had caught it before.
Unvaccinated. First three days were challenging and I had long
Covid symptoms that lasted one month after.

Long story short. Keep care and do more for your health than
getting vaccinated. I wouldn't do the 4th booster in your place,
but that's your decision. Good luck!
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DogPox,

Don’t count your eggs before they are hatched.

There are things happening to vaxxed, WAY worse than getting a
cold or the flu. :(
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Strange that; Canada's health minister is saying exactly the opposite.
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If injecting healthy children with a experimental drug isn't a crime against
humanity, I don't know what is.

Gringo Viejo
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The perpetrators know it's a crime against humanity.

They are psychopathic monsters and don't care.
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It would appear that the people have made their decision on the Covid vax
and it is a resounding no mas.  

CAPT DRAKE
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The issue is bigger than Covid vax.

Who will be lining up for any vaccinations or have solid trust in
anything Big Pharma does?

FYI, they're putting the mRNA crap into every flu vax now. Possibly
every medication including your run of the mill pain killers. How do we
know what's "safe & effective" ?
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PAIN IS HUGE, BUT REMEMBER
EARLY 2001?

Credit protection panic in a pic

It is hard to find superlatives for the move
in credit protection. Europe is (of course)
the biggest sucker, but that shouldn't be
a surprise. Chart showing iTraxx main…
and CDX IG.
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I will never take anything they recommend, ever.

Temple of Truth
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I am really bothered with this if I decide to have more children. God
knows what they'll be putting into those "vaccines" for babies.
What's been going on so far with dozens of mandatory inoculations
for babies has been horrific enough already...

BorgNine
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Just avoid ALL jabs, that claim to provide ‘protection’ for ‘just in
case’ scenarios. Yes, especially the childhood ones. They don't
work, except to damage your current health.
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But for small children there is no choice. They are
largely mandated. The bastards always go for the weakest
first, those who have no voice to defend themselves...
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There is a choice. You might have to home school, but they
cannot force you. They will pressure you for sure and act
like you have no choice,  but you do.

Hobbleknee
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Is a ‘ mandate’ a law?

For real, pretty sure there is some smarty pants in this page
that knows off the top of their head, the answer.

I think of a mandate as a recommendation.
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In a lot of states they can take away your children if you
refuse to vaccinate them...  UNLESS you have belonged to
a group like certain of the Amish that do not take
vaccinations.  Of couse most Amish milk their own cows
and goats and have protection from smallpox as a result of
being exposed to their versions which are milder in humans.

I.M.Notamoose
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Hire a midwife and have the child at home.  Fly under the
radar.

FYI, both of my parents were birthed at home.
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Grow food in your garden, then its safe and effective. 
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As a Gardner I can say but one thing to save your crop.

Death to all Aphids

Mr Ant powder to the rescue. 
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And most of the vitamins they recommend are coming from....drum
roll please.....Yep,  good ole reliable Chyna. 
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You haven't witnessed the glut of vaccine ads on TV?  You must not
watch live sports.  Big Pharma is running hard with vaccines for
every last thing because those that are getting multiple COVID jabs
are willing to go get "vaccinated" for anything now.

Rancid Lunchmeat
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That's so crazy: why wouldn't you want to inject children with untested,
experimental therapies? This must have something to do with the right-of-
Genghis party winning the election.

Pro-ukraine is exactly the same as Pro-vacc: Believe what Master orders
you to believe, or else.
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brought to you by thr same folk 

tokio
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What about the adult population?

So many took this crap and they're effed up for life or died.

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=dIVZ5ssWB-o
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they're contributing to a sustainable population level

raymond_flagstaff
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LOL...you quoting Bill Gates?

CrabbyR
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Good video and I'm surprised yootube hasn't already deleted it. 

Friedrich not Salma
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hey even Hitler stopped at 6,000,000.  But when the Jew pharmacists like
Fauci, et.al. were set loose, the sky was the limit. Ooops, make that the
grave.

SaunaTales
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Monsters wearing caring faces behind their useless masks, infecting the
bodies of children with death. 

Almachius
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Our medical professionals just learned there was something in there field
called Risk Management and informed consent. They still don’t remember
about the oaths they swore and the code of ethics the must adhere to for
maintaining  any sort of medical license. They just flushed their institution
down the toilet and their careers with it. Serves them right for their
cowardice and corruption. They don’t deserve to treat human beings if they
didn’t stand up and say no. 

Dr. Gonzo
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If I had a lab coat in my closet I'd burn it be fore the backlash!

LouTurks
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They are delayed death/euthansia shots - millions are already dead from
them.

The MSM censorship has hidden this very well and tricked billions into
taking them by parroting the genocidal lies of the WHO, FDA, CDC etc who
are all controlled by the WEF.

The worst genocide in human history is happening now.

 

Onthebeach6
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"Gotta get those (population growth) numbers down to zero."

-Bill Gates

SuperTrump64
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Enjoy a lifelong vaccine induced immunodeficiency now … 

V V
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Corporations don’t like cures

they like ongoing treatments

ChildWifeAisha
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SuperTrump64

What they told us:

"The vaccine is Safe and Effective."

What they did not tell us:

"Ask your doctor if the Covid-19 vaccine is right for you. Side affects
may include: blood clots, myocarditis, stroke and/or sudden death."
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I will be going to the Witch Doctor from here on out. Western Medicine is
completely captured by war criminals who think people are no longer a
resource to them and want depopulation. There is no way of knowing if your
doctor is a prisoner of war and giving you a poison pill because he was
captured by them through greed vanity or cowardice. 

Dr. Gonzo
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Yep we’ve already been looking for alternative medicine. Western
hospitals and doctors have been completely corrupted and politicized.
Absolutely untrustworthy and woke.

 

AngryWolverine
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The cabal rats responsible want you to forgive and forget about their
attempt to lockdown nations using Covid as a pretext and forcing the
poison on the children..

This is why the death penalty should remain on the books in all western
nations. Those that seek to remove it work for the cabals leftist elites. 

Fahrenheit2021
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These covd19 jabs are pure poison, and will shorten anyone's life who takes
it. They are gene editing, and you will no longer be a natural human, but a
GMO with suppressed immunity CD4 & CD8 cells to protect you from
cancer.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/D5L274ZY5h7c/
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Doesn't it ever occur to the common useful idiots that the same people who
are in the news stating that "men can have babies" are the same people
who are hiding data on the vaccine results? 

yerfej
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Get a shot; die with a clot. Safe and effective. 

ChesterView
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If you vax your kid for a disease that doesn't affect kids,,,and they are fucted
up with whatever the mystery muck gives them,that is murder

cocoa2000
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Pitchforks and torches. The day is coming.

Tag 'em And Bag 'em
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The West will be decimated by the flu this winter, the next one and the next
one … 

Oligarch 2.0
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Nuclear radiation will do the job faster

Argieboy
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The wlite don’t actually want radiation all over the place.
Radiation=not good.

PeachPit
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first they had to destroy their immunity, then they had to cut the gas off
so their houses were cold damp and moldy....

northern vigor
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The purpose of vaccination is not to prevent infection with COVID-19

So exactly what is the purpose, then? Come on, spit it out..

Walt
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The worst genocide in human history is happening now.

With the support of your governments, Health Departments and the MSM.

Onthebeach6
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well look at it this way….all those low IQ people that took the jab will
be removed from the gene pool and the species will be better for
it….even

i say that somewhat sarcastically because my patents too took it and
so did my son and they are all smart people. sad days. 

mom had some serious reaction after #2. unexplained sepsis that just
about killed her 
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It's not an IQ test, it's a gullibility test.

Savvy
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And lack of critical thinking skills.

NoBillsOfCredit
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Juuuuust a little too late.

But thanks for putting yourself out there for science, hope the first 3-6 shots
weren’t too bad.
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It's funny, those of us not wanting to participate in this experiment
were told over and over that we are anti-science, when in fact many of
us are aware that safety protocols and testing for vaccines requires a
seven year long process. We also listened to a wide range of experts,
retained skepticism, read up on biology and immunology, and made an
informed decision. AKA, the scientific approach.

What was not scientific was rushing out to get an unlicensed treatment
peddled by some of the most untrustworthy corporations on the planet
because of social pressure, virtue signalling, and misplaced faith in
authority.

Henry Every
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At the height of the panic and pressure I was reading and
researching easily 5 hours a day (night) and literally  cried myself to
sleep when the mandates were imminent in Germany, because I
knew I had to run.

Suddenly Putin invades Ukraine and everything is (thankfully)
forgotten but, yeah, I think we who refused were more welll read on
the real-science than many of the white-coat wearing experts who
were hurling insults at us.

I will not forget.

Model-M
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The Covid-19 exaggerations and lies only confirmed my
suspicions about the Climate Change BS.

That user name is already taken
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I cannot even imagine what you lived in Germany or those covid-
high-pressure-countries for vax mandates and other measures.
You are a brave human being. Must have been similar to the nazi
times in Germany where you had to comply with the party.
Regards from Argentina. And go AFG!

Argieboy
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Never Forget What They Did to Us: REMEMBER

Obake158
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Me wonders what kinda dumb arsehole would downvote your
comment. Prolly a quadruple jabbed sheep.

Fellon
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Some folks just prefer forgetting rather than remembering. That's
just how virtue swings
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Almost everyone that got the jab, regrets it after the fact.

lot’s of cognitive dissidence about it.

Most won’t admit it to themselves much less to others.

I have a friend from where I used to work , she got one shot, she
said she immediatly realized she effed up.  6 weeks later, her breast
cancer returned.

One other lady I know did it for her job, now is worried if she gets
caner, who will care for her childern. 

PeachPit
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NEVER FORGET

Millennial Falcon
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Kinda late isn't it?  I mean this is completely closing the barn door after the
horses have bolted.  How much mRNA is doing its thing right now in the
little immune systems of those children?

Seal Team 6
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Yep .. Fauci is retiring in a couple of months - mission accomplished.

Onthebeach6
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Imagine:

Following government employee recommendations yesterday…

ReasonB4Blood
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Translation: we're only going to cull certain and not all demographics from
now on 

Nomadbehappy
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“very low risk of serious illness and death from COVID-19”

Of course the risk is low, since Covid has devolved into about the same risk
as a cold. This is what viruses do, and it's why one hadn't wiped us out
millennia ago.

Not to mention that the "vaccines" don't work, and aren't vaccines at all,
and are the most dangerous ever allowed to remain available

Alice-the-dog
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Still see the occasional idiot wearing a mask.  If any of them look my way, I
just smh.  There is none so blind as he who refuses to see.

uncle_duke
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Around my parts, it's usually joggers. They LOVE those things.  And
now, they are BIG. Some of these face diapers are like balaclavas. 

NoPension
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Around here (rural IL), it's mostly boomers and dumbass kids.  

uncle_duke
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I'm 76. Refused the shots. Bought Ivermectin. Got Covid. It put me down for
a week. I have had the flu, chest colds, pneumonia in my life that were more
severe in pain/discomfort than Covid. I did lose my sense of smell and taste
that is taking a while to return to normal. Other than making me lethargic
there were no painful symptoms that I experienced. 

Governments and the money handlers want people to die. Those who no
longer produce and pay less tax. A giant share of actual Covid deaths were
fraudulent. People who were about to die anyway from co-morbidities such
as heart, lung disease, diabetes, cancer, obesity, natural causes, car and
motorcycle accidents etc. were labeled as Covid.

The most obvious fraud was in the reporting. X number of NEW Cases were
reported endlessly in the news. Cases not deaths. Cases were treated as if
people were falling dead in the streets. 

Every day in the US 5000 new teens come down with a CASE of adolescent
acne. Why aren't these cases reported and the kids quarantined?

RevIdahoSpud3
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Then it's not a vaccine, right?

Oh, wait...you demons changed the definition of "vaccine" during the
scamdemic so you could force this genetic poison.

#iminthecontrolgroup

duck_fur

“The purpose of vaccination is not to prevent infection with
COVID-19, and people aged under 50 are therefore currently not
being offered booster vaccination,” the country’s health agency
wrote in a Sept. 13 statement.
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EUGENICS, there is your proof. " After Oct. 31, vaccination will be
recommended for only certain children in vulnerable groups. ". The
vulnerable are the SICK or with Defect. Then OVER 50, who are sick or
getting sick. SO eliminate these people and you can improve the genetics of
the race. Hitler did it and Germany seemed to perk up. He used it at birth,
and the battlefield. Maybe thats where we are headed right now in Russia.

MonkeysPaw
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yes, covid is very low risk....just like it was 2 years ago... my goodness

S.T. Rooster
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Sweden drops drug pushing to children

australia’s tga just approved for 6-month old babies to 5yo

jab those newborns!

 

ChildWifeAisha
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Bill Gates and Big Pharma are very happy with Australian politicians.

Depopulation AND Giant Profits! 

Onthebeach6
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Per an (ignored) UK study, after the first year of the pandemic, the mortality
risk for "healthy" UK children was 0.0001 percent (about one death in every
12 million healthy children "from" Covid).

So if you go out to three decimal points the mortality risk for healthy
children is 0.000 percent.

Give Me Some Truth
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Only one reason they want to jab kids in the US. ( hint, it's not the health
and welfare of your kid!).

US Federal laws states..." if it's on the Childhood Vaccine Schedule"...the
maker's are immune from recourse. 

NoPension
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The time is now. Let's vax all executive branch, Congress, USPS, CDC,
FDA, DOJ, FBI.

Lowcash
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Don't forget the ATF & CIA.

JD59
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And the most obvious one, the IRS.

 

AngryWolverine
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They are all exempt - that was a big clue to those paying attention.

Onthebeach6
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Any vaccine that bypasses your doctor,,,Is fishy from the very start

CrabbyR
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That's what I thought also. 1) Some tech at the pharmcay who does
not know your medical history, does not take a detailed medical history
and does not examine you is suddenly given permission to jabb you
with an untested, experimental injection?!

Second, when MSM and Big Tech canceled or blocked ANYONE who
debated the jabb or treatment options, it confirmed my suspicions
about the injection, an injection that is NOT  even a true vaxxine.

Handful of Dust
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What the hell are you talking about?!? Almost all doctors in the US
recommend or recommended you to take COVID vaccine and
boosters, as well as hospitals, work places, work places...

Lowcash
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It took choice out of the doctors discretion, Not all doctors are
sheep. The most vulnerable are actually those that can least afford a
synthetic illness and healthy tissue damage.

Another hoot is the governments where marketing this" to save
grandma"....

Now that cause of death unknown is getting quite large...the same
authorities are saying

Dont worry it`s mostly the elderly "its only Grandma"

This is also a great test to see if "your doctor is right for you"

CrabbyR
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Effing idiot. I hope you get fisted in the doctor's office

Lowcash
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Healthcare in parking lots of closed down businesses is a tiny bit
suspect. 
Just my two cents

PeachPit
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I will pay to watch Greta Thunberg getting jabbed.

Hocusbocus
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"the purpose of vaccination is not to prevent infection with Covid-19...."
What is the purpose, again?

northern vigor
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The purpose? To...erm...

notriggering
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The purpose is to thin the herd and usher in the technocratic slave
state. You vill eat ze bugs!

Tag 'em And Bag 'em
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Tag 'em, track 'em, terminate 'em.

JMRPete
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Oh, and, of  course, tax 'em

 

JMRPete
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....

spam filter
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I didn't realize I did a faux pas using extra dots...it's hard to keep up
with all the new rules on the internet...I'm just a dumb old farmer
that likes using multiple dots before the second quotatation mark
instead of writing out the entire quote....Mea culpa.....I'll try to stop
doing that...

 

northern vigor
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edit...Oh ...I also like using extra dots when I pause.

northern vigor
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It's a perfectly acceptable form of punctuation. I think it makes
for easier reading.

 

I think I often use them incorrectly...

Ellipses 

 

That user name is already taken
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Because speculators think mRNA technology will create vaccines in
weeks instead of years, and will lead to a cure for cancer. Companies
like ModeRNA had this proudly plastered across their websites. This is
essentially a potential license to print money. So pharmacorp wanted
in early, with patenting, licensing, etc etc. SARS-mCoV2 was the
perfect excuse to cut through the red tape and get these products into
the bodies of the willing without all of the usual testing and oversight. 

Because of palm greasing, hubris, greed, gullibility, cluelessness and
lies, we are now watching this shitshow unfold.

Enjoy!

Henry Every
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Bin...go

northern vigor
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One of the worst movies ever, ‘I am Legend’.

cure for cancer shots. 

PeachPit
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Safe and effective

Lowcash
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All I know is, the amount of stupid required to keep this farce going is
off-the-charts astronomical. The stupid mines have all stopped
producing quality stupid ore so the next thing is to look for moar stupid
on the moon.

nmewn
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Imagine if they would have followed normal procedures from the beginning. 

Rich Stoehner
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Imagine if they told the truth about anything? Cutter settled many
lawsuits after paralyzing children with the polio injection. Covid has yet
to be isolated by any test anywhere in the world. Sunshine is actually
the best therapy for your body. Sugar helps your immune system
function. Bayer is 1 of the most dangwerous pharmas in the world. Any
pill taken w/o water can be dangerous to your body; oils only! Find any
of that in your local doctor's ofice.

14thecountry
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"If you like your facial paralysis, you can keep your facial paralysis."

Handful of Dust
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Pants loading faster than Biden’s in the Euro halls of power. #Nurenberg2.0

DogFacedPonySoldier
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Our Leaders could have handled the pandemic better - unless they were
testing us, seeing how far we can be pushed.

Turns out, pretty far...

Weee Doggies
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We tend to move away from the leg kicking us and wait to see if it
drops off naturally. Its like Dogs will bite back without thinking about
consequences, humans dont, and weigh the risks/benefits first unless
there is something badly wrong that is.
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Its not like there will be anyone left alive in three years to avenge the
murdered.

Fellon
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Unless there is a compulsory program of injection, 1/3rd of the
population definitely will be, and they will not be amused.

Argon1
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They're brewing up a nuclear exchange to take care of that pesky
third.

ClimbingTheLog
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Now if only the delusion about Ukraine were to be dropped as well.  Better
hurry up because flu season is upon us and it's getting cold.

InnerCynic
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Can we hit them with debilitating sanctions ?

cyberraul
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Ha.  I’m sure pharma with their billions in lobbying moneys is trying to
do just that.  

lanzate
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If you are over 50, they just want you gone. My father got boosted mid 2021
and now has Leukemia. It's pretty incredilbe what they are allowed to get
away with. 

Epstein's Bar
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Just tell me that Greta is triple-jabbed.

MrMoMoChaser
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The vaccine is killing the older people too. Get it at your own risk.

catmanpoo
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The very very very low risk of getting Covid for Children was always a
known. So why did they changed their mind?

Side effects anybody?

MightyZen
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Covering their asses??

NoBillsOfCredit
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The main failure of people who took the death shots was that they implicitly
trusted the system to look after them - and certainly not to try to kill them -
to cull them like cattle.

This explains why so many intelligent people took the death shots - they
trusted the system which was supposed to be run in a scientifically ethical
fashion.

Many were also forced via mandate to take them but most of these people
didn't seriously think that the shots could kill them. If they had they would
have declined.

The Cabal knew that vaccines were trusted globally and so used them as
the weapon of genocide.

Onthebeach6
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The records show that the higher the education, the pess likely that
person got the poison.

NoBillsOfCredit
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That's a complete contradiction. Intelligent people take the time to
evaluate what they put in their bodies, and if anyone spent 30 seconds
researching DNA transfection, they would have told the Medical
Industrial Complex to stick their vaxx.

Sheeple took the death jabs.

duck_fur

This explains why so many intelligent people took the death
shots...
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https://goodsciencing.com/covid/athletes-suffer-cardiac-arrest-die-after-
covid-shot/

MilwaukeeMark
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Ask your Big Pharma vax jabber representative which shot is “right for you”!

FIFY 

OGnugg
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I never recommended it to anyone. I was 2 and a half years ahead.

Bitcoin@
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Why does it feel as if this has all been memory holed already?  The
doublethink and cognitive dissonance are strong amongst the mindless
zealots.  Trump has always been an actor controlled by his creditors
(bankruptcies, cheerleader for the Fed, Sheldon Adelson, Warp Speed,
stimmies, Isr@3l, Epstein, NYC scumbags, etc.) even if his common sense
populism hit home with disenfranchised conservatives, but that said the
democrats/socialists are totally beyond the pale as roles become inverted. 
Globally, Republicans/conservatives are repeatedly buying into the
controlled opposition narrative as seen in the UK with BoJo, USA with
Trump, Italy's Moloni or even Russia and similar.  Russia is as much a part of
the problem as NATO while NATO has been poking the bear for decades
and Russia is largely justified in recent actions.  People think the US controls
Europe whilst they forget that the USA represents historically European
aristocratic interests by way of the British Empire.  People miss the obvious
truths because we have been so divorced from the reality of history that
most can't see the forest from the trees.  The Crown, not the British
monarchy, and its legal and banking systems have all but usurped global
politics in favor of their representative sellout WEF jetsetters and central
banking wet dreams with King Charles III as a lead spokesperson (KCIII first
to announce the Great Reset).  Justice, ethics, science and common
sense have all been forgotten.  The mainstream narratives are nothing but
pure obfuscation of reality and it is the European aristocracy as manifested
through the British Empire's domination of recent history led by names such
as but not limited to Cecil Rhodes, Alfred Milner, Colonel House, the Office
for Strategic Services and MI6, Creel Committee on Public Information,
Warburg, Schiff, Rothschild, Rockefeller,...Black nobility, the Vatican, Jesuits,
those who call themselves juice but are not, but are rather satanists
practicing the inversion of God's cosmic laws as taught by Jacob Frank,
Sabattai Zevi, illuminists, lost freemasons, Knights Templar => The Temple
Bar and the Crown.  There are factions within as without but they all see
humans as cannon fodder and cattle or chattel to be used as they see fit. 
Freedom has not been the norm in human history and it is under constant
attack.  We have abdicated our responsibilities to defend our freedom for far
too long and this is what it looks like.  Unless we wish to be remembered as
an anomalous experiment of freedom, something has got to change and it
isn't going to be political change from voting.  We need to create the
change, an alternative parallel system as has happened in past revolutions. 
While almost everything is censored, the left clamors for security
calling freedom-fighters selfish, we need to spread the word, educate our
friends and family no matter how much they resist, work with like-minded
individuals, and never forget who we are and what our ancestors sacrificed
to get us this far.  Godspeed.

Ghostbusters
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Hit the edit button and make some paragraphs and then I might be
inclined to read your wall of text.

Obake158
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We have discovered our laws & contracts did not mean we were not
immune from liability for the deaths & injuries, apologizes to the citizens
voluntarily sacrificing their infants to moloch.

Argon1
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It's a "mystery" where the flu went starting in 2020, but now they're telling
us it's back. - https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/flu-vaccine-time-seniors-
revved-051111857.html

Their message....Get your flu shot! Big surprise. The injection deception
continues....

GoodyGumdrops
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Swedish Public Health Authority about to have their Twitter and Facebook
accounts cancelled ...

Cobra!

Cobra Commander
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More limited hangout while they kick dirt in our faces as they run for cover.

quasi_verbatim
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Took em quite a while to figure out the obvious. Clown world.

valjoux7750
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They knew.

What probably surprised them is how many people fell for the jabs.

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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Your alternative update on #COVID19 for 2022-10-01. Necrotizing
Encephalitis & Myocarditis a/ jab. Higher mortality jabbed vs not. Test w/
predetermined results (blog, gab ,tweet).

PaperBear
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Folks. Take vitamin D daily. 2-4000 iu's. 

It's cheap. It's safe.  It boosts your immune system.  And nowadays, almost
everyone is low.  

 

NoPension
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Or sit in the sun

notriggering
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Make sure you take Vitamin D3 with K2 (available as a spray) otherwise
your body won't absorb it.

Jax_
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Too late.

Krink26
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“The purpose of vaccination is not to prevent infection with COVID-19
..."

and there it is.  WTAF.

batard de rat
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They're telling people that and they're still rolling up their sleeve for it.
The mind control is strong.

GoodyGumdrops
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Vaccines don't work for old people because their immune system are OLD.

 

So even IF virus is something that you can vaccinate against AND a vaccine
could be produced that actually works; By virology's own reasoning the
"immunocompromised" have immune systems that don't work, so how
could a vaccine ever work on immuno-defective people when their immune
system is non-responsive to begin with?!

pro·le·tar·i·at
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What virus?

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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Flu

NoBillsOfCredit
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the average age of covid deaths is above the average life expectancy . hows
that figure 

tokio
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Too late.

Far too late.

But that was on purpose.

Call me an antivaxxer again. Go on.

Henry Every
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I wait, in great anticipation, of how this shameful period in human world
history will be written. 

And more importantly, by whom. 

MoneyMonkey
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Based on Pfizers own doctored study numbers there was never a reason to
give healthy people, especially kids, this death shot...

Aubiekong
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Those dumb enough to take the jab have earned their Darwin Awards.  

SMC
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That's pretty much everyone in my family. Wife, parents, in laws, etc. I
always was the "black sheep." Now they're the sheep. BAAAAH.
Everyone that tried to talk me into getting stuck can kiss my @$$.

OneDayAttaTime
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When will the rest of the world wake up to vaccine injuries. 

https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-09-20-usda-air-dropping-vaccines-
from-helicopters-across-13-states.html

 

Goldbugger
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When the global media censorship is lifted.

Onthebeach6
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Could it be that they finally realize young people are dropping dead
everywhere forcing them to come up with a name for it, Sudden Adult Death
Syndrome, (SADS). These do not protect from the virus and their cover as
been after they realized this is that if you do get the virus, it will not be as
severe which also turned out to be BS as most people in the hospitals are
the vaxed from the side effects. This has also created the shortages of
people in the airline industry as those who were forced to be vaxed suffer a
higher rate of blood clots due to the pressurized cabins in flight. Many pilots
failed their physicals due to heart inflammation problems and the rest simply
quite not wanting to take the risk. Many airlines ended up canceling flights
reducing air travel which is exactly what Davos crowd wanted as they push
the climate change agenda for total control. Robert Barnes sued big pharma
and their attorney's admitted they committed fraud but they have no
criminal or civil liability as the FDA approved these as vaccines knowing that
they in fact were not but gene therapy so they committed fraud also making
us have no liability. 

Bayer President: The mRNA Vaccines Are Gene Therapy

Posted Mar 5, 2022 by Martin A.

Study: Pfizer mRNA Vaccine Integrates Into Our DNA

President of Bayer’s Pharmaceuticals Division, Stefan Olerich, admitted
at the World Health Summit in November 2021 that the COVID mRNA
vaccines are a form of gene therapy. The pharmaceutical companies
knew they were administering gene therapy falsely marketed as a
common flu-like vaccination.

How is this a conspiracy when a top guy at Bayer said directly: “mRNA
vaccines is gene therapy.” “Two years ago, 95% of the people would
have refused to take the gene therapy. But COVID made it possible.”
The Bayer executive smugly stated.

The mRNA vaccines for covid are a form of gene therapy. This fact has not
been hidden from the public. Unfortunately, many are unwilling to accept
that they forcibly took a vaccine that may come with long-term
consequences as they were unknowingly the first live sample trial on
the global population.

Study: Pfizer mRNA Vaccine Integrates Into Our DNA Pfizer’s vaccine
produces the LINE-1 enzyme, which is one of the enzymes required for
reverse transcriptase. What does this mean for those who have taken
this vaccine? There is growing concern that the vaccine is also
affecting the “germ line,” which affects female eggs and male sperm
cells, as well as forming fetuses. Additionally, the mRNA vaccine does
in fact travel to the liver and other locations such as ovaries. The
messenger RNA travels outside of the nucleus to target proteins
required for building cells (e.g., growing muscle tissue) in a process
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3 Reply"

required for building cells (e.g., growing muscle tissue) in a process
called transcription. The long-term side effects of the vaccine have not
been determined and the pharmaceutical companies have already
lobbied governments to grant them full immunity for when those side
effects are revealed.

@IrishAmerican27

This is precisely what we are currently being distracted from. "A Pfizer
document reveals between 82-97% of pregnant women lost their
babies. 45% of the 270 pregnant mothers reported adverse clinical
events, and more than 60% of these were serious." #pfizerdocuments

"Newman contends one of the biggest failing narratives of the Deep
State are the people who got the CV19 shots and are sick or
dead.  Newman says, “I think the truth on this is going to come out, and I
think this is another reason we are in such a dangerous time. . . . A lot of
the people who lined up and got their shots are madder than a wet hen
right now.  They are wondering who is responsible for this? . . . This is a
catastrophe of unprecedented proportions, and that is what the data is
showing now.  We are seeing excess mortality numbers that are
unprecedented.  Nothing in human history has resulted in things like
this.  Millions of people are dying, and millions of people are being
debilitated by this around the world and especially around the Western
world.  We are seeing massive numbers of infertility and miscarriages,
and I think the worst is yet to come.”

Deep State Naked Running Through Streets – Alex Newman       
  https://usawatchdog.com/deep-state-naked-running-through-streets-alex-
newman/      excerpts       

There is much more in the 46 min. video interview.

Award-winning journalist Alex Newman, author of the popular books “Deep
State” and “Crimes of the Educators,” says Deep State globalists are
not happy with the progress of the “controlled demolition of all western
societies.”  They want their so-called “Great Reset,” but people are waking
up at such a fast pace their propaganda is not working.  Newman
explains, “Censorship is the move that these Deep State people are
making.
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They want to silence all dissent, all criticism, except dissent and
criticism that furthers their narrative that furthers inflaming the
division and furthers the civil war narrative.  This is very, very
dangerous.  As my friend, Patrick Wood, the founder of “Citizens for
Free Speech,” says, when they are able to silence our free speech,
that’s when the killing starts.  So, we should be very, very
concerned about this.”

 

Newman says we are “fighting demonic spirits and not simply flesh
and blood” as it says in the Bible.  Newman contends one of
the biggest failing narratives of the Deep State are the people who
got the CV19 shots and are sick or dead.  Newman says, “I think
the truth on this is going to come out, and I think this is another
reason we are in such a dangerous time. . . . A lot of the people
who lined up and got their shots are madder than a wet hen right
now.  They are wondering who is responsible for this? . . . This is a
catastrophe of unprecedented proportions, and that is what the
data is showing now.  We are seeing excess mortality numbers
that are unprecedented.  Nothing in human history has resulted in
things like this.  Millions of people are dying, and millions of
people are being debilitated by this around the world and
especially around the Western world.  We are seeing massive
numbers of infertility and miscarriages, and I think the worst is yet
to come.”

There is much more in the 46 min. video interview.

 

“In the future it will be about finding a way to reduce the
population. We will start with the old, because as soon as he is
over 60-65 years of age, man lives longer than he produces and
costs society dearly. Then the weak and then the useless who do
nothing for society because there will be more and more of them,
and especially finally the stupid ones.”

“Euthanasia targeting these groups; euthanasia will have to be an
essential instrument of our future societies, in all cases. Of
course, we cannot execute people or set up camps. We will get rid
of it by making them believe it is for their own good. Too large a
population, and for the most part unnecessary, is something
economically too expensive.”

“Socially, it is also much better for the human machine to come to
a screeching halt rather than gradually deteriorating. We won’t be
able to give intelligence tests to millions and millions of people,
you can imagine!”

“We will find something or cause it, a pandemic that targets
certain people, a real economic crisis or not, a virus that will affect
the old or the big, it doesn’t matter, the weak will succumb to it,
the fearful and the stupid will believe it and ask to be treated.”

“We will have taken care to have planned the treatment, a
treatment that will be the solution. The selection of idiots will thus
be done by themselves: they will go to the slaughterhouse on their
own. “

“The future of life” – Jacques Attali, 1981, interview with Michel
Salomon.

  

                                                  The Two Paths to Build Back Better

“If there was ever a time when the West is crumbling from within,
and the end gold is to Build Back Better creating a new world
order from the ashes, there have been two schools of
thought. First, there have been those who believed that creating
another Great Depression would achieve that objective just as
Roosevelt ended free-market capitalism. The second is that to
also reduce the population, we need a war to achieve all the
goals and Build Back Better as they did following World War II”

                              Anything less than those two types of events will
not achieve their goal

 

Common Core and the whole university system removed critical
thinking and conditioned all to OBEY. People lined up like sheep who
could not wait to get the gene therapy as it is not a vaccine.  Their
children are dying or sick as spouses, family members and friends, co-
workers. Orders for children's coffins are exploding. The MSM also has
to take the blame as they pushed these to the public claiming they
were safe and effective and it turns out there were neither. Deaths has
exploded higher than normal. This is in reality genocide on a massive
scale which is still being hidden as those responsible know what they
have done and are desperately trying to get immunity both civil and
criminal. Cancer deaths are also on the rise if you have been vaxed.

BIOWEAPON POISON FDA APPROVED GENOCIDE — Todd Callender
& Dr. Lee Vliet

from SGT Report:

Dr. Lee Vliet and Todd Callender return to SGT Report to expose the
FDA’s approval of the UNTESTED mRNA poison bioweapon in a wide
variety of “vaccines” coming to a pharmacy near you. Join us on
October 6th: https://app.clouthub.com/#/meetingdetail/MMML

RIGGING EXPOSED: WAS CDC JUST BUSTED SUPPRESSING
CANCER NUMBERS TO HIDE SAFETY SIGNAL?

October 3, 2022      https://www.sgtreport.com/2022/10/rigging-
exposed-was-cdc-just-busted-suppressing-cancer-numbers-to-hide-
safety-signal/

from Tim Truth:
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How many children have been permanently damaged and sterilized ?

 

William Dorritt
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Everyone who has taken one of these jabs is screwed. 

https://healthimpactnews.com/2022/red-cross-admits-they-do-not-
separate-vaccinated-from-unvaccinated-blood-mother-claims-baby-
died-from-blood-clots-of-donated-blood/
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I read recently of an unvaxxed young woman who received a blood
transfusion and died of blood clots.

Savvy
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Try to start a pureblood blood bank and Biden will send an F-15
to take you out.

I Write Code
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They certainly have the capability as they collect this
information when donating blood. They even ask which jab(s). 

4thmeal
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Fauci and Gates know.

Onthebeach6
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But ......muh science!

( I guess it's a day to day thing. )

Offthebeach
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Sucks the coof scam is fizzling out. 

Only a month to midterms. What scam will they pop on us this go round to
steal it?

NoPension
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You know all dead people always vote democrat.

JD59
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Yes, but what about...?

Mexico?

What was or is their vaxx policy?  Which vaxx?

How about India?

Nigeria?

All sorts of places.  Indonesia?  Not anyone writing on this can objectively
theorize or see the West just lost its freaking mind and did all this for 3.5
years now?  More or less.

 

Chargly 2
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Ivermectin

Got mine from

 Mexico

ssssshhhh

 

PeachPit
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Never had a flu shot. Never had the flu.

Carolynn55
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Judgement day is coming humans! GOD wills it! 2 Peter 2:9 

starman
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All va666ines have always been a lie and poison(s).

Dr shows from his clinic, vaxxxed more sick:

https://www.bitchute.com/video/6djFCTwn70UR/

You can find books on it from the 1800's, as they fought against the
lie/travesty of vaxes even back then. You can also find hundreds of scientific
publications exhibiting the uselessness (and detriment) of wearing masks,
even in operating rooms. Masks useless/detrimental: 
https://brownstone.org/articles/more-than-150-comparative-studies-
and-articles-on-mask-ineffectiveness-and-harms/

Old publications documenting the lie/fraud/evil of vaxxxes: 

[1936 Pamphlet] The Case AGAINST Vaccination By M. BEDDOW BAYLY
M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.

[1923] THE FRAUD OF VACCINATION by Dr Hadwen MD

[1921 Book] Vaccination and the State By Arnold Lupton MP.

[1920 USA] HORRORS OF VACCINATION EXPOSED AND ILLUSTRATED
BY CHAS. M. HIGGINS

[1913 USA Book] The Crime of Vaccination by Dr. Tenison Deane

[1912 Classic Book] LEICESTER: SANITATION versus VACCINATION BY
J.T. BIGGS J.P.

[1911 USA Booklet] The Fallacy Of Vaccination By John Pitcairn

[1904] A Summary of the Proofs That Vaccination Does Not Prevent
Smallpox but Really Increases It By A. R. Wallace

[1902 USA Book] T H E VACCINATION SUPERSTITION by John W. Hodge

[1900 USA pdf] Peebles, J. M ---Vaccination: a curse and a menace to
personal liberty Peebles, J. M

[1899 Book] A CENTURY OF VACCINATION AND WHAT IT TEACHES BY W.
SCOTT TEBB,M M.A., M.D

[1898 Classic Book] VACCINATION A DELUSION Its Penal Enforcement a
Crime by ALFRED RUSSEL WALLACE

[1896] The Case Against Vaccination by Dr Hadwen

[1889 Book] VACCINATION Proved Useless & Dangerous by ALFRED
RUSSEL WALLACE

For those curious as to why masks are useless and vaxes are poison, it's
because 'viruses' do not exist and are imaginary, it is a huge programming
brainwash. Just some evidence:

1. In March of 1919 Rosenau & Keegan conducted 9 separate
experiments in a group of 49 healthy men, to prove contagion. In all 9
experiments, 0/49 men became sick after being exposed to sick
people or the bodily fluids of sick people.

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/221687

2) In November 1919, 8 separate experiments were conducted by
Rosenau et al. in a group of 62 men trying to prove that influenza is
contagious and causes disease. In all 8 experiments, 0/62 men
became sick.

Best link: https://zenodo.org/record/1505669#.YwnzLnbMKUm

3) Another set of 8 experiments were undertaken in December of 1919 by
McCoy et al. in 50 men to try and prove contagion. Once again, all 8
experiments failed to prove people with influenza, or their bodily fluids cause
illness. 0/50 men became sick.

https://www.nejm.org/doi/pdf/10.1056/NEJM191912111812401

4) In1919, JP Leake, MD
:  https://www.nejm.org/doi/pdf/10.1056/NEJM191912111812401

5) In 1920, Schmidt et al conducted two controlled experiments, exposing
healthy people to the bodily fluids of sick people. Of 196 people exposed to
the mucous secretions of sick people, 21 (10.7%) developed colds and
three developed grippe (1.5%). In the second group, of the 84 healthy
people exposed to mucous secretions of sick people, five developed grippe
(5.9%) and four colds (4.7%). Of forty-three controls who had been
inoculated with sterile physiological salt solutions eight (18.6%) developed
colds. A higher percentage of people got sick after being exposed to saline
compared to those being exposed to the "virus".

Best link: https://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/idx/f/flu/4750flu.0016.574/1/-
-ii-series-of-experiments-at-san-francisco-november?
page=root;rgn=subject;size=50;view=text;q1=virology

Permalink: http://hdl.handle.net/2027/spo.4750flu.0016.574

I had found 8 more like this, the links have been taken down, you may
wonder why they do not want you to know that we do not transmit dis-ease
to each other.

The ‘Pox’ lies: https://www.bitchute.com/video/4GLSQpSxrqmQ/

Germs do not cause dis-ease, ‘viruses’ are imaginary and do not exist:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Ch8v4TVL9yq0/

Virus isolation paper lies, Sam Bailey, no controls:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/XnwNO7YPibrv/

Document: https://drsambailey.com/the-covid-19-fraud-war-on-
humanity/

Explore: https://viroliegy.com/

Have a great day and know more!
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So what is any number of illnesses?

 

 

Chargly 2
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Illness is caused by 3 things: Vitamin/mineral deficiency, your
emotions, and exposure to toxins/poisons/chemicals/radiation etc.

Dis-ease and 'symptoms' are your body removing these things and
cleansing/purifying.

Allopathic 'medicine' (brought to you by evil Cockefeller/Rarnegie
types), that which 99% are taught, stops symptoms and your body
from cleansing/purifying and removing toxins. It is that simple.

This is all explained in a few videos linked above, and of course in a
hundred books I have found that are difficult to find. As few read
books, I no longer link them, but will for those who are curious and
desire truths.
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What about bubonic plague? I thunk that would be too many
people dying of natural causes. Cleanliness, health, etc being
qhat it was had been sucg for centuries.

PeachPit
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His-tory is a lie. If I was a king and did not want to be
attacked/invaded, I'd let everyone know that my country has a
horrific plague, scaring the hordes, keeping them away. I
suggest the 'Art of War' by Sun Tzu.

If you have a specific question, I will try to answer. Also, any
can perform their own research and easily observe most you
hear/see is propaganda, conditioning, indoctrination and
programming to control the chattel. Pasteur was a fraud and
none of what his=tory claims about his experiments are true.

There was less dis-ease after 'doctors'/surgeons/nurses began
to wash their hands after handling
cadavers/chemicals/fixatives and seeing patients or assisting
with births etc...it had and has nothing to do with imaginary
'viruses' or bacteria (which are ubiquitous, living even in your
bloodstream, inside your cells and in your brain etc.).

Some videos linked above explain much of this.

Many people have heard of this in the late 1800's, they called
it hygiene.
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Well just as the war helps the US MIC, and the Nordstream sabotage helps
US gas companies, covid helped US pharma companies. Perhaps Sweden
will be getting some exploding infrastructure soon to remind them that they
better keep pushing the Pfizer.
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"The Fizzer Billionaire Executives could not be reached for comment
on their yachts."

Handful of Dust
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Didn’t anyone ever wonder why the Chinese never took the mRNA vaccines
themselves? Even though they developed and manufactured it? smdh

AimeeZH
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mRNA - the "m" stands for murderous.... not even one year of development,
no legal liability; a lack of safety testing - It all boils down to "you get what
you pay for..."

Able Ape
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Swedish health officials are harder to buy than US health officials.

gmnst
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So it was a scam and they are trying to get out of responsibility of VAIDS
and the resulting 'SADS',

'We only gave a recommendation. YOU decided to accept the risks of taking
the vaxxines.'

ipso_facto
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Umm err.

Why didnt they do the maths at the time?

 

They knew that the chances of dying of covid was near zero for children.
Factor in as well that most children would have had had covid by the time
vaccines were available, reducing the risk even further. Meanwhile the risk of
an untested vaccine was much higher because it had not been tested and
the technology used had the potential for mass harm. There was effectively
zero risk to reduce, and the attempt to reduce that next to zero risk was
considerably higher than zero.

 

Just because we now know that the shots were unsafe and ineffective
doesnt excuse those at the time from applying what they knew then and
banning the shots.
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I was talking to a lib friend a couple of years back. She was so upset,
almost crying, about all of the children dying from CV.

I sent her the information from the state CV death site. 1 child had died
with CV. Kid had some kind of bad birth defect. The people with it
usually die before age 20.

crickets back in that from her.
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Hrm, they're using 2 year old scientific statements to justify their change.

The science was the same before their sociopath recommendations too.

I'll take "Corrupt or Incompetent?" for 400, Alex.

ClimbingTheLog
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One of the reasons many locations are backing away from the injections is
that "somebody" stopped using the power of govt to push it.  And they
stopped because they need to create distance from the injections and virus
scam as the increased death rates due to the deadly effects of the injections
are beginning.

Heart attacks, all sorts of blood clots, immune systems going haywire
resulting in severe effects from other diseases or even allergies, vessels in
the brain getting clogged and causing strokes, healthy people just flopping
over or not waking up in the morning, very high increases in cancer rates
etc..

JJ Watt, a prime nfl player, had to get to a hospital due to afib.  They
shocked his heart and now he "thinks" he's fine.  I think it is a sign the
injections are going to get him.  AND, have you noticed all the AFIB
commercials on TV?  Did you see those 10 yrs ago?

Blankone
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For over a hundred years, medical professionals understood the potential
negative consequences which result from not aspirating for blood, prior
to injecting a solution into the human body.

That clinical practice along with gender assignment and assisted breathing
in CP(R), have all mysteriously vanished from their accumulated
compendium of compulsory knowledge.
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Cut the baaalls off fauci, and Bill Gates then feed them to the FDA, CDC, US
doctors

Lowcash
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Native Swedes should not be receiving the vaccine. It should be reserved
for the refugees from foreign lands. The refugees should be vaccinated as
often as practical. It’s the right thing to do. 
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Weekly or daily? 

yerfej
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What ever it takes to keep them safe and healthy! Perhaps a
prophylactic course of Remdesivir, too...

nerf_crotchbat
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A lot of refugees did not take the poison shot in sweden, due to not
trusting the goverment to the same extent as the natives. Sweden is
more of a high trust society, with is beneficial as a whole, but it doesn't
work if there is corruption at play.

Svenlogi789
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"the virus" "the virus" "the virus" "the virus"...

What virus?

The syndicate's biggest win in this massive con is that the majority of the
useless eaters now subconsciously believe "the virus" fiction, which will
make them ripe to believe the subsequent "the virus" fictions sure to follow.

LeadPipeDreams

Individuals under the age of 50, it said, “are generally not at
particularly higher risk of becoming severely ill” from the virus.
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Of course…… there aren’t any kids left who haven’t been.

rockstone
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One thing is certain:  the impact of this decision will be devastating...but not
for the children of Sweden.  It will be devastating for the profit margins of
Pfizer.

TheHungryCattle
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Did the 'migrants' have to get injected?

ipso_facto
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Death quota filled?

cccmachine
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No, they have billions to go.

Blanco Diablo
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Slowly at first, the early rats start running.

JMRPete
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Whoops, time to stop the maimings 

raymond_flagstaff
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So these idiot, sell-out governments have narrowed down the sectors of
their own population that they are willing to sacrifice to the clot-shots. They
are still idiot sell-outs nevertheless.

surroundedbyijits
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Relax Swedes, the magic vaxxx is safe and deadly.

No-Go zone
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Dr. Stanley Plotkin, Godfather of Vaccines, Under Oath Admits the True
Horrific Vaccine Ingredients -
https://www.bitchute.com/video/WFwwoFYbLFd3/ (8 minutes)

A Shot in the Dark - (2020 Documentary) -
https://www.bitchute.com/video/aNCD0wHWP9Rq/ (33 minutes)

We've been indoctrinated our whole lives to get these vaccines to keep us
healthy. And that's why when they rolled out the Covid shots, so many
people mindlessly trusted the "experts" and got them and allowed their
children to be injected as well.

GoodyGumdrops
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About time.

NO.  The vaccine is THE WRONG TREATMENT for vulnerable groups,
*antibodies* are a reasonable precaution, perhaps.

Not to mention, the vaccine just doesn't work, the whole mRNA approach is
broken and should be banned for the next ten years until they can work it
out.  I don't know if the new ba.5 vaccines work - and neither does Pfizer
and neither do you.  Given the overall danger of mRNA, you'd be a fool to
risk it.  NOBODY IS DYING OF COVID ANYMORE.

Maroons.

YES!  Though I hope that doesn't mean Paxlovid, and it probably does, cuz
I'm not sure what else it might mean.  

Jesus Christ.

I Write Code

It cited the “very low risk of serious illness and death from COVID-
19” in children and teens for the change. 

After Oct. 31, vaccination will be recommended for only certain
children in vulnerable groups.

For people over the age of 18, the Swedish health authority is still
recommending three vaccine doses. Four doses are recommended
for people over the age of 65.

Denmark also explicitly dropped any pretense of stopping the
spread of COVID-19 and said it will focus on protecting vulnerable
individuals from developing severe symptoms.

The UK Health Security Agency said around the same time that
children who hadn’t turned 5 by the end of August wouldn’t be
offered vaccines.
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You still trust them to work it out?  Amazing....

Aubiekong
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Not a matter of trust, it's a matter of science.

Once they SHOW me it works, SHOW that it's safe and effective,
and have a full scientific, confirmable story of how and why it works,
it might be the best thing since sliced bread.

But right now it's like Marie Curie carrying around chunks of radium
in her pocket, chimps with chainsaws.

I Write Code
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Does the democrat party BS never end? 

🙄

Gov. Newsome signs the law to punish doctors for COVID "misinformation"

And, the CDC uses "Probably Recovered" in their myocarditis study

https://mobeensyedmd.substack.com/p/gov-newsome-signs-the-law-to-
punish

AimeeZH
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What the hell is all this "Offering" the experimental injection?

Start mandating it! For over 18 months everyone else was forced into taking
it or losing their livelihood.

Once your on Team Vaccinated, you need to stay on team vaccinated, just
like all the rest.

3.14159
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💊

 More Truth Pills to Cure the Germ Theory Blind Spot
https://solluckman.substack.com/p/more-truth-pills-to-cure-the-germ “The
only limits are, as always, those of vision.” —James Broughton
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121 Breastfed Infants Had "Issues" After Maternal Vaccination in Just ONE
study!

Pfizer and Moderna-paid Scientists Did not Even Look Into It

https://igorchudov.substack.com/p/121-breastfed-infants-had-issues
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MUST SEE! 

UK Doc: Stop Covid Shots; New Vaccine/Aluminum Asthma Link?; Ex-Sky
News Chief’s New Film ‘Safe & Effective: A Second Opinion’

Guests: Aseem Malhotra, M.D., Mark Sharman

https://rumble.com/v1m0zay-episode-287-a-second-opinion.html
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CENSORED: Russell Brand on Ivermectin

DATED: OCTOBER 2, 2022 BY SHARYL ATTKISSON

https://sharylattkisson.com/2022/10/censored-russell-brand-on-ivermectin/
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I had pretty nasty toe nail fungus.  I take Ivermectin orally weekly.  Now
the toe nails look normal.  1% injectable 3 cc/weekly. 
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We're in our 80s. I had no side effects, my wife felt unusually sleepy for a
few hours after the booster. That's all. Neither one of us has caught the
virus.

vasilievich
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And your ability to generate t cells is close to zero, unlike little
children.  You are NOT the same as a child immunologically.  And by
the way, the vax is negatively effective for people your age meaning it
makes the infection worse.  You will catch the virus, it's a matter of
time.

Seal Team 6
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What happened to flu in 2020?? I am convinced that it is "COVID".
No one has been able to isolate the so called "COVID" virus. Not
even for a lawsuit.

NoBillsOfCredit
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"Neither one of us has caught the virus." You're not going to pretend
that the vaccine is going to stop you 'catching' the virus are you? It
does NO such thing. The vaccine DOESN'T prevent transmission or
infection. The ONLY possible thing it MIGHT do is lessen the viral
impact but that is NOT allowed to be debated with data since it might
get in way of profits. 

yerfej
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Not sure what to make of this

 

Savvy

GMO mosquitoes now secretly VACCINATING people without their
consent

“We use the mosquitoes like they’re 1,000 small flying syringes,”
bragged Dr. Sean Murphy, a Seattle physician and scientist, and lead
author of the paper, which was published on August 24.
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Mean while in the US, every time an ever weaker Covid variant comes along,
there are calls for further lock downs.  China is even worse when it comes to
worrying about something that is not that great a problem.

tunEphsh
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Not in Texas. 

😉

NoBillsOfCredit
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One wonders what the next lib obsession will be.

My money is on jellyfish.

I mean a group of them is called a "smack", how offensive.

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado
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Sweden?

But I somewhat bet, nearly no one even thought about the actual vaxx
policy of Mexicans.  In the last 3 years?  Those that graciously decided to
not come here at least.

Because why?

I've seen several stories on Sweden over the last three years and like zero
from Mexico.

Perhaps not a big deal.  But it makes me wonder about other things.  In
addition to this "harmless" example.  

Not like there is any shortage of Mexicans going back and forth.  Having
relatives.  That sort of thing.

Odd.

 

 

 

 

Chargly 2
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But you better support Trump conservatives.  He da man!

And you better not liberals.  Your man or lady is da man!  

 

And you also better support Ukraine liberals.  And you conservatives better
not and support Putin ta boot!

 

You better you better you bet.

 

Chargly 2
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Good.

Carolynn55
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Sweden did not have a Mask mandate so I doubt it would have a Vaccine
mandate for Children.
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And that’s how easy you finished the mighty Vikings. All vaxxed and now
you have to stop them doing it 

Argieboy
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